2022 BUUF Member & Friend Survey
35 Responses as of 6-20-22
(Note: Not everyone answered every question.)
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4. How did you learn about BUUF?
34 responses

• Friends (3 responses)
• From a friend who attends occasionally
• Looked for UUA congregation when we moved from Lansing where we were
attending Unitarian and were surprised to find BUUF
• Not sure. Long-time UU before I joined BUUF
• From a friend
• Looked up online
• UU website when planning to move to Michigan
• Looked BUUF up on uua.org
• Website
• Family
• Online search for an LGBTQ friendly fellowship
• Friend invited me
• Website (2 responses)
• My wife
• Internet (2 responses)
• Through own research
• I drove by it while I was exploring the area
• Web search
• Radio announcement
• Heard about it from a friend
• Web, Zoom and now in person
• Google
• It was so long ago that I don’t remember
• rode bike in the country and saw the sign, looked in newspaper, but couldn't
find BUUF back then
• From another member - Beth Lafluer
• Friends
• Amy Eklund, doing the newsletter at that time, told me about it.
• newspaper-word of mouth
• Through someone I met at a community event
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7. Would you be willing to teach a workshop or host an event for BUUFers on
a topic of interest to you? If yes, please list possible topics below....
13 responses

I would rather hear BUUF’s interests and pick a topic based on that information
No. Used to do it.
Not at this time
LGBTQ, addiction, and race relations to name a few. I am open to teaching and
learning about most anything.
• NO (2 responses)
• I would like to help in the sex education classes.
• Art, jewelry, beading
• Yes, Book club
• Memoir writing
• Art journaling, drawing meditations, stamp making
• Alternative, natural burial practices
• Not now?
• Vegetarian cooking and eating
• No, not this year
• Yes, Movies / dance parties
• I would be willing to help with an environmentalism/sustainability fair or open
house
•
•
•
•
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8. If you don't mind doing so, please list organizations you already belong to
or volunteer with in order to help us form partnerships with local community
organizations.
16 responses

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interfaith Action of Southwest Michigan
Race Relations Council
Writers’ Group, Disability Network of Southwest Michigan
Writers’ Group
Krasl, Caring Circle – Hospice, Sarett
Neighbors Organizing Against Racism; ALPACT
Narcotics Anonymous
SJ Public Schools, Wood Workers Guild, Boy Scouts
Democratic Party events
I play in a lot of bridge groups
NOAR
Krasl Art Center; SW MI symphony orchestra
Women’s aerobics at Weko Beach, Bridgman Public Library
Sierra Club
League of Women Voters
Benton Harbor Sunrise Rotary
Berrien City DEMS
Girl Scouts
Boy Scouts, Band and Orchestra parents, Sarett Nature Center, Saint Joe Schools
activities
• CCL, Box Factory for the Arts, Isabel Jackson’s Writers’ Group, Faces of the Goddess
women’s spirituality group
• Michigan Association of Retired School Personnel
• Race Relations Council, including Calling All Colors, All God’s Children Choir,
OutCenter, TCP
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10. What do you like best about Sunday services?
31 responses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participation of multiple persons of different ages
Feeling of Fellowship led by Jim McConnell
Community (2)
The fellowship (4 responses)
Interaction, interesting topics, readings by members, sermons by Jim
Seeing and talking with friends
Diversity of presenters and points of view
Topics
Music, messages, fellowship
Music and singing, hearing various points of view, learning new things
I like the diversity of thought
Community and the information
Interactive, inclusions of kids/story for all ages, music
Hearing from other members
The variety of topics and participation of so many different people and especially
the children
Topics chosen, children’s story and especially Jim
Topics that challenge my place in the world
Singing
Message, joys and concerns, circle talk
The feeling of “community” within the fellowship
Seeing like-minded people
Hearing the messages from everyone who participates
Message/sermon, music
Learning about other members
Learning new things, seeing old things/ideas/beliefs in a new light; sharing and
hearing others’ joys and concerns; popular/folk music (vs. hymns)
Feeling of community
Hearing different people share stories
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11. How can Sunday services be improved?
21 responses

• Use the lighted chalice to create more coherent beginning and ending
• reform Choir and hold rehearsals
• Too much content. Run too long. Jim's talks often shortened. How about doing fabric
of life quarterly? Skip children's story and have them participate in the service. Need
time for meditation. Too many announcements. More thoughtful, spiritual content.
• Feels disorganized, choppy, announcements of thank yous or appreciation should go
in the BUUF Announce; there is rarely time for the sermon.
• I miss having a special service on those Sundays which are noted by UUs nationally,
e.g. Biodiversity Sunday; I feel that having a monthly theme leaves us out of that
practice
• I thoroughly enjoy Sunday services ‘as is’ but adding or increasing the following would
add richness for me: UU history and theological roots; examination of issues from Six
Sources perspectives; further development of UU identity with examination of
contemporary UU issues, people, concerns, topics; broader inclusion of Black,
indigenous and non-Black persons of color voices (readings, poetry, music); music
history comments from the music director.
• I would like to see the children involved in some way in every service
• incorporate more voices, involve the children, more and various singing, maybe more
participatory?
• Encouraging more freedoms in topics and organization
• More involvement by younger members & kids
• Would like to hear Rev. Jim's entire sermon each week (if necessary, allow 75
minutes for services vs. trying to cram everything into one hour); rotate through a
greater diversity of topics and change the theme (everything seems to come back to
"stop repressing your dark side"); bring back the special music from the BUUF
Musicians (see if they can resume rehearsals before Sunday services); involve
children in lighting the chalice, collecting the offering, etc.; occasionally feature guest
speakers
• Partnering with Benton Harbor church(es)?
• Keep creating community
• Talks that contradict the 7 principles
• Make the topics less heavy!
• More danceable music and movement
• More emphasis on reflection, meditation, "thanksgiving" "worship". Even a few
minutes, there is always too much "activity" throughout the services that can be
annoying at times.
• Provide more spiritual sustenance
• Have service elements focused on a single subject. Avoid extending service to 11:45
and beyond. Having members speak without knowing what they will say or how long
they will speak results in lack of focus and extended time.
• A little less chaos and some interesting talks
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12. As part of last year's survey, BUUFers suggested several Sunday
service topics, and many were incorporated into this year's Sunday
services. What additional topics or issues would you like our minister and
the Sunday Services team to consider?
18 responses

• Climate action
• I think we already address too many issues on Sunday morning. More spiritual
content. UU history. UU heroes.
• Spiritual topics Sikh/Hinduism/Universalism/Gnosticism/Prophecy in different world
religions, exploration of God/Source/divine. Classism, more on Neurodiversity, Liked
Mental Health based services too. Disability rights--did one some time ago, Peak Oil,
Permaculture, Exploration of Mutual Aid Societies, Poetry, Community, Anti-war,
Authoritarianism, Dangers of Dominionism
• Biodiversity Sunday, especially how biodiversity and the climate crisis are
interconnected; also, dangers to our food supply, from war, overuse of chemicals, and
GMO foods (maybe a service about farming concerns, organic or otherwise); also,
water sources
• I like the Sunday Services collaboration with Welcoming Congregation, Green
Sanctuary and the Social Justice team, and their contributions to services. Personal
stories from members are appreciated.
• I would like to see more service to the planet type of services, ethical eating, a little
more social justice. I am however happy with the services that we have had this year.
• I'd love to see stories and traditions from other religions incorporated
• Immigration
• Mental health, addition, physical health
• Housing options for our future
• See #11
• Gun violence
• White fragility
• fostering hope, how to live with the terrible news that we see: violence and intolerance
and political nonsense, how to love ourselves and make peace with being a visionary
in a less than ideal world
• Various perspectives on God or gods, miracles, the afterlife, creation/evolution,
humanity's unique place in the universe, etc.; what new scientific discoveries tell us
about humanity, religion and ethics; balancing individual expression/rights against the
social good; how to become a better, more ethical person who makes a positive
difference in the world; promoting volunteerism and generosity
• I'm not sure how one "does" spiritual sustenance. That is what I find in a women's
circle and only occasionally at BUUF. Social justice is vital, it just shouldn't drown out
everything else.
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13. What guest speakers (if any) would you like to see speak at BUUF?
16 responses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sid Mohn, director of Interfaith Action
Climate action leader
LGBTQ speaker
Disability network folks, permaculture, organic farmers
Robin Wall Kimmerer
UU ministers and lay speakers
Not sure
Jewish/Muslim/Native/Hindi/Buddhist/religious leaders
Visit from people who practice other religions, people who are culturally diverse,
people with different physical abilities/limitation, people that have knowledge
about the natural environment
Would love to have a partnership with a predominantly black church in our
community, and invite some speakers from there. Would love to learn more
about Native American spiritual practices and/or beliefs.
Representatives of other religious organizations?
Not sure
Heather Cox Richardson
Occasional minister swaps with other UU churches; also enjoy hearing from our
retired ministers like Roger, Hunter, Clark; speakers with expertise on selected
topics
As far as guest speakers from our own congregation, Roger and Clark are
inspirational and thought-provoking.
any on the above subjects
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Please rate how important of each of the following initiatives is to you personally.

Average Score: 4.24

Average Score: 4.06
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Average Score: 4.21

Average Score: 4.54
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Average Score: 3.78

Average Score: 4.33
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16. Please share your thoughts on why we should or should not adopt

the principle, or why you are unsure
26 responses

• Too many rules, our core values already address much of what the 8th principle
revisits
• Vague, poorly worded, and repetitive of several of the 7 principles
• We should clearly state our commitment to building a diverse multicultural community
to ourselves and the community and take measurable actions.
• Too long and vague. If we have an 8th, it should stress hatred of the other. Not all
who are hated and killed are oppressed people.
• Very poorly written
• Worry about politicization. Need to acknowledge historical racism. Issues pertaining to
economic/class oppression. I believe first principle covers these things too. I want
more unity not separation.
• I support the idea, but it is too cumbersome as written; lacks the clarity and
succinctness of the other principles
• Wording is convoluted; promotes an "only-one-way" approach to racial equity;
provides no context for "accountably dismantle; " some aspects already covered in
other UUA principles.
• Already a part of our principles.
• The 8th principle calls us to make space for marginalized people and work to address
and dismantle racism and other oppressions. These actions would go well beyond
acknowledging peoples’ inherent worth. Furthermore those who are most closely
affected by racist and oppressive systems are asking our majority white cis-gender
members to support the proposed principle.
• I believe that the spirit of the 8th principle is good but could be written differently.
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• It's not a foundation for a system of beliefs, but a specific call to action to dismantle
systemic and individual racism. Anti-racism already covered redundantly by principles
1, 2 and 6. We don't have principles that commit us to dismantle, ageism, sexism,
homo/transphobia, fat-shaming or any other injustices that are internalized and
institutionalized in American society. If anything the UU could make something like a
welcoming congregation classification that further commits an congregation to action
to dismantle racism which I would wholeheartedly support.
• Because dismantling oppression in ourselves and our community upholds our
commitment to our first principle.
• It's too wordy & ponderous, but I certainly support the intent of it.
• I'm uncertain about the ramifications.
• We need to always keep showing our love.
• There is a problem, but not sure if this will fix it.
• It's overly long and already addressed within the first 7 principles. Superfluous! Also, it
seems that we are trying too hard to show how "progressive" we are.
• anything we can do to dismantle racism i am for it
• The 8th principle and the activities around it are all about "dismantling" white
supremacy within our congregations, and yet the people in our congregations are the
least racist people I know. We don't need to dismantle anything. We also don't need
to divide people based on their identity (white, BIPOC, straight, gay) the way the UUA
does. We should focus more on our similarities vs. our differences. (For example,
imagine dividing UUs by class - lower working class, middle class, upper class and
making each attend a separate workshop. Why focus on differences that make folks
feel alienated?) This issue is not only dividing our congregation but also our entire UU
faith. Individual congregations should get to decide what works best in their
community in terms of reducing poverty, racism and other forms of discrimination.
Also, if we keep adding principles to address social wrongs, we could end up with 100
different principles, addressing topics such as animal welfare, climate change, gun
violence, sexism, ageism, etc.
• It’s way too long, abstract, and laden with perspectives associated with one political
party, to the extent that I believe it would be off-putting to some potential newcomers.
I share the values expressed, but not the way they are expressed or their inclusion in
the very simple, direct, and straight-forward principles we have now. Further, the
items set out in the proposed new “principle” are encompassed in current ones.
• Overlapping with existing principles
• Adopting the 8th principle may bring more mindfulness on the topic.
• I don't believe religion is a multicultural experience, tho I do want to work on being
accessible and inclusive
• It is not a principle.
• We already have the 7 principles-they say it all.
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17. What additional information might be helpful as you consider your

position on this principle?
16 responses

• What does the UUA think is the purpose of this 8th principle?
• Don't need info. Needs revision. We already have "worth and dignity" of all
• I am glad they included this part: "The UUA, the US, and the world also have a lot
of problems deeply based in economic class oppression (as MLK realized, in
addition to militarism and materialism); this Principle includes that, but is not
highlighting it."
• Worry about more dividing lines, need to understand goals/aims better/address
concerns
• Several of the approaches (and their alternatives) would probably fit well
elsewhere in our UUA by-laws, or BUUF policy statements, but this is too much of
a word-salad to be a UUA Principle.
• Maybe a timeline showing the history of Unitarian, Universalist and UU
inclusion/exclusion of people of color, this proposal, other related UUA events and
initiatives, and US events, to further our understanding of the complexity of issues
that prompted development of the proposed principle. An Intelligence-squared
style debate would be interesting, too.
• I’m not sure.
• Has UUA considered shortening or revising to make statement more succinct?
• Input from those who are better informed than I am.
• Oh, read Gandhi!
• I agree with the beliefs but it’s completely unnecessary
• Please make more succinct like other principles
• It has been well covered
• Please make more succinct like other principles
• There is lots of information about the history of the 8th principle that is not being
shared by the UUA. Maybe we should share information from other sources, such
as The Fifth Principle Project and the UUMUAC (Unitarian Universalist Multiracial
Unity Action Council).
• Churches and faith communities tend to be segregated by class and/or race. How
to overcome that? I suspect we would need to be physically located in a more
diverse community. The river is still the great divide here, no different when I
moved back here 6 years ago as it was when I lived here in the 1970s. And the
more shootings and murders that occur in Benton Harbor, the less likely it is we
feel comfortable reaching out. The best way probably is working with organizations
or institutions, which we are already doing to some extent.
• what is the reality of locating to an area where multiculturalism would actually be
accessible to others in the community. I believe our building is NOT great for this
goal
• We can do those things using the existing principles.
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18. What do you (and/or your children) like about our current Religious

Education program?
10 responses

• Devotion of the DRE and teachers and fellowship to our children
• Love the intergenerational and participation of children in the service. Like when
"Sunday school" matches the theme of the sermon/month and story for all ages
is the jumping off point for the lesson. I like that students don't need to be at
every service to benefit and join in the RE.
• Friendships my child develops
• I like everything. My kids like to play.
• Having fun, being together while engaging in hands on learning about UU
principles.
• Love it. I appreciate the flexibility, topics, services it provides.
• Daphne most of all. Also hands-on gardening projects and quarterly gettogethers with other families and RE kids. Singing and performing in the Winter
Solstice Play.
• Caring leaders
• I think the children’s program has been well executed -it is a pleasure to see,
hear and enjoy them.

19. What changes would you like to see to the program?
9 responses

• Recognition of child participation. Top attendance awards or certificate of
participation.
• I'd love for them to learn more of the religious traditions from the world’s major
traditions -traditional Muslim/Jewish/Christian stories. I'd love the kids to be able
to recite the unitarian principles, but would also like them to see the links
between UU and other world religions.
• I would like to see more variety of sources for lessons and more ways to
withhold the children’s interest
• I like the way it is. You always asking and make changes. We can participate
whenever we want.
• More learning thru doing, more having the older kids try a little leading and
teaching with the younger kids. Small group activity instead of one big group.
• Continue the intentionality of the lessons.
• RE teachers could probably use more time for each lesson - maybe shorten
announcements or offer them after the children leave?
• Children focus on getting to know each other and strengths, less school like
education
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20. What would make your child want to attend RE more frequently?
7 responses

•
•
•
•
•
•

No children in program.
Having more children/friends attending
Something more modern
More play. My kids don’t like crafts a lot.
They already love attending.
My child already enjoys attending. It's great that children are invited to share
Joys & Concerns before the adults. Would be nice if Daphne encouraged the
children to remain in the service before they are sung to classes so ALL
children were there for the SSFA and Joys & Concerns.
• n/a

21. Besides Sunday RE, what programs or events should we offer to our

children?
8 responses

• Participation in services, not story for all ages
• Summer camp was very fun last year, Halloween party and campfires,
opportunities to serve – by making a meal, a craft that can be donated, etc.
• Volunteer events, OWL
• That is interesting. I would like to involve my kids more with nature, but I don’t
have any ideas. Sorry.
• Monthly family event. Camp out, more jobs or involvement in Sunday services.
• Field trips to various places aligned with our principles. (Parents could provide
transportation.) Quarterly family get-togethers are nice as well.
• keep up / increase interaction & inclusion with full congregation - in service and
all other activities.
• maybe some exposure to field trips -such as a play, music, or special exhibits
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23. What do you like best about Berrien UU Fellowship?
30 responses

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Its openness to all
Interesting members who are actively involved in social causes
The cooperative and democratic DIY way we function. Singing together.
Friends. Jim. Social Justice.
Committed to social justice issues
Supportive congregation, discussion of ideals, happy memories, gardening,
aspiration to positive things
Being able to get together, contribute, and feel part of a community
Diversity of programming, viewpoints, participation in programs and services
Members & friends
Working for and learning how to improve our lives, our community and the world
I love BUUF because I feel that it is a place where people aren’t just tolerated
they are celebrated
The people – most of the time
The content. I learn a lot always.
The beautiful people
We have been so warmly welcomed and accepted by church members! Enjoy
Sunday services very much.
The openness and trust
Such a loving and open fellowship
Social and environmental justice
The people and relaxed, open-minded atmosphere
Open-minded welcoming many paths to god love focused love the discussions
The sense of “community”
That the fellowship has become a warm, meaningful community for younger
people and their families
Welcoming
BUUF's independence from the UUA; we have some amazing volunteers; Rev.
Jim is a particularly devoted minister; we have very nice grounds; thankful to
Diane for starting up the Ethical Eating Group.
The other members
Members & friends
The openness and trust
Friendships
The accepting nature of UUs
Community
The people
The feeling of community
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24. What current fellowship problems or issues concern you?
23 responses

• UUA and BUUF have a peculiar combination of numerous policies and
disorganization
• Services too long. Circle talk starts too soon. Members not serving on committees.
• Too much to do (and expected by UU) and not enough people.
• Politics and dividing lines from those especially if one holds different opinions on
some topics. Continued Covid or other pandemic problems. BUUF has done a good
job with Zooms and meeting needs, will say that, have been impressed.
• Occasional over-reliance on UUA provided programming, and one-size-fits-all
approach. We seem to do better when we develop our own home-grown approaches
• Too few people for so many ideas/ tasks
• Limited communication from the Board to the fellowship. Volunteer burnout.
Interpersonal communication issues. Possible waning support for maintaining our
Welcoming Congregation status.
• I just don’t like the “Berrien” part of the name
• Not letting voices be heard, toting the line because it makes some people more
comfortable while hurting others
• I would like to suggest that what the speakers say with the bibliography could be print
or send by email before the fellowship. Because English is not my first language
sometimes I don’t understand. If I could read with the speaker that would help. But is
not a big problem, it could continue the way it is.
• Lack of racial/cultural diversity
• Political issues becoming divisive
• We need more people to help clean.
• Disorganized and poor communication from the board. Minutes of every board
meeting need to be posted.
• It seems like every Sunday is a heavy topic. Why would I want to spend my weekend
feeling more stressed?
• Lack of volunteers to keep the building and grounds in good order. The kitchen and
dining area needs painting, reorganizing and a general clean up. The grounds look
neglected…which they are. The appearance of the property is not appealing…the
same when you walk into the kitchen/common area. There are not enough people on
the grounds and cleaning committees to keep BUUF in shape.
• I value and have great respect for the warmth of the BUUF community. The
informality of its Sunday services suits the current younger active membership well.
But I, regrettably, miss a more peaceful, disciplined, uplifting, aesthetically focused
kind of service.
• None
• We are not paying enough attention to our 5-year plan. This should be reviewed and
updated at least quarterly. Don't know what the solution is, but around 20% of the
congregation is providing the majority of funds and volunteer labor.
• Burn-out from too much activities
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25. What additional feedback, if any, would you like to offer to the BUUF

Board?
16 responses

• Kudos to all those who work hard for BUUF.
• I appreciate all the hard work many put in to make BUUF what it is. Many of you
do so much but know it is appreciated.
• Thanks for seeking a variety of opinions and for encouraging every member to
contribute from their own perspectives, needs and talents.
• Thank you to all who serve BUUF and participate in the life of the fellowship. I
am grateful this liberal religious congregation exists.
• Great job!
• It’s not just about how we spend our money but what we want to grow as a
community. Think big picture. And thanks for volunteering
• Thank you!!!!
• We should consider buying a defib in case of possible heart attack, and we
have an aging population who may need it.
• Great job you’re doing creating a loving space
• Thanks for all you do and commitment to the community
• Please make decisions with a long-term view vs. short-term and easy. Please
revisit the 5-year plan often. Please be collaborative and communicate more
with the overall fellowship. Please seek input from the fellowship on a regular
basis and attend events, workshops and Sunday services. Your presence is
noticed, and it fosters trust within the fellowship.
• great job supporting such a wide range of items! Also feel free to drop some, it's
ok to focus on a few at a time for progress, and leave others to a natural course
for a while.
• Thank you for all that you do. Blessed be.
• The efforts and accomplishments of board members are worthy of praise and
appreciated
• Perhaps some more ways to increase our treasury-go over what is needed and
what is- not publicize our in creative ways-a community dinner-speakers with a
small donation-a play sponsored by one of our theater groups
• Thank you for taking on such important roles!
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